most ardent wish. His Majesty perfectly understands that there can
be no dominion of Italy for him without dominion of the Mediterranean,
and in this sea Doria has shown himself the master, both by his address
and by the powerful fleet maintained at his own charges.*'
Leaning on the rail, his eyes on the white wave that curled av;ay
'from the thrusting prow as earth curls from the plough, Prospero
laughed softly. "It is very well. It could not be better. The v*orld
will now see Doria for what he is. When yielding to the lure of ducats
he shall have sold his French master and transferred himself to the
service of Spain, his name should stink in its true odours. That is very
well."
"And that is all that matters to you ?"
, **I have a sense of justice. It is gratified."
"I wonder. After ail, his insistence upon the independence of
Genoa was even greater than his insistence upon ducats, He made it
clear that without this there could be no agreement no matter what
were ol?bred him."
"Of course. For in that case nothing offered him would be of any
value. He made the same condition when he took service under King
Francis. Thus he gilds his venality.5'
"May henot have been sincere ? And may not his change of sides
result from r ranee's betrayal of him?"
"So he will contend. But the world will not ba deceived. Jt will
supply a new motto for his house. Pecunlae obediunt"
Del Vasto looked at him with speculative eyes.   "That is merely
>v what you hope?"
"" Prospero straightened himself. "I should be inhuman if it were
not. My father died broken-hearted, an exile, driven forth by the
enemies this high-souled admiral loosed upon him."
"It may not have been in Doria's power to restrain them. The
Fregosi were frankly in the French interest	"
"And Doris was in the Fregosi interest. Because it suited his ends.
The Fregosi are of the material of which puppets are made. We
Adorai are not, so Doria would have none of us. He would have
exterminated us."
"Assumptions," said del Vasto.
"Is it an assumption that this Filippino chained me to an oar like
a felon, and would have delivered me up to the justice of the Pope?"
"But Filippino is not his uncle.  He pursues his own spite."
"I wonder that you trouble to defend Doria, Alfonso."
Del Vasto shrugged. "I do not want to have it on my mind that I
have hired for the Emperor a greedy adventurer who will betray him
when there is greater profit elsewhere."
"Be at ease. The Emperor is rich enough to see that that never
happens."
"I would have him sure of it on other grounds."
"You- ask too much.  Like me, you should be content with what
* there is. Though I doubt if I've much reason for content. Now that
you've contrived that the Pope is not to be used as the hired assassin
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